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1 Abstract

A tremendous amount of impact is generated through
the images on social media as they account for more
than 60% of the content available online. Under-
standing the textual content of the image is therefore
significant for making constructive inferences. Signif-
icant number of optical character recognition (OCR)
tools exist - tesseract, Google vision API, Microsoft
Cognitive services, ocropy for conducting research
and extracting text from images. However, some of
these tools are expensive and paid while others give
less accurate results on memes and user generated
OSM content. This report focuses on the method-
ology adopted for developing an OCR tool just for
this purpose. This report will discuss two main-
stream methods adopted for text recognition - tweak-
ing the tesseract pipeline for improving the existing
results and using a single shot multibox detector for
segmenting the text regions and training it on the
synthetically generated annotated data. The results
have been compared using multiple string matching
metrics including jaccard similarity, jaro winkler etc.

2 Introduction

Digital images form a major part of the content on so-
cial media and elsewhere. With growing demand for
smart-phones having good cameras and easily acces-
sible editing tools, billions of printed text images are
generated per minute. Significant number of tools
have been developed to recognize and extract text
from images. But, most of them have been developed
for paid commercial usage. The ones which are open-
source do not provide high accuracy which is why it is
difficult to perform any analysis on the text generated
from the images. Online social media (OSM) is popu-
lated with billions of images comprising memes every
day. Images not only capture the essence of a post,
but also engage a greater number of viewers than
text posts. The core focus of our study was to ex-
plore automated image analysis techniques and deep
neural network to understand image content posted
on social networks on a large scale for which a good
text recognition tool is required. The state-of-the-art

Figure 1: Example of text extraction from an image

open-source tools show surprisingly inaccurate results
on memes and user generated visual content on OSM.
Hence, a promising open-source OCR is required for
assisting researchers and analysts dealing with OSM
images on a large scale.

Significant research has been done on analyzing the
text in posts on social media but little has been done
regarding the content delivered by images on social
media. Both the text from the posts as well as the
images may convey different information to the user.
We observed that textual content embedded in im-
ages was of opposite polarity to the text contained in
posts depicted negative sentiment which makes the
textual content of the image so important for study.
The motivation of this report is to develop an op-
tical character recognition tool which is capable of
delivering high quality textual content because that
forms a core part of the social media analysis. Since,
text is one of the important components of an image,
it is extremely important to generate accurate text.
The report discusses two approaches of improving the
state-of-the-art text extraction from social media im-
ages: 1) Tweaking the Tesseract pipeline by refin-
ing the image input 2) Character detection using a
SSD: Single Shot MultiBox Detector and segmenta-
tion models like VGGNet, UNet and SegNet These
approaches have been tested on the memes and user
generated images on OSM since our target is to an-
alyze OSM images and develop inferences using the
same.
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As per the Wikipedia definition - "Optical char-
acter recognition (optical character reader, OCR) is
the mechanical or electronic conversion of images
of typed, handwritten or printed text into machine-
encoded text, whether from a scanned document, a
photo of a document, a scene-photo (for example the
text on signs and billboards in a landscape photo)
or from subtitle text superimposed on an image (for
example from a television broadcast)[5]." My study
specifically targets the memes posted on social me-
dia. Memes are the new form of social media mar-
keting tools and are posted widely on social medias
like Instagram, Facebook, Whisper, Reddit and Twit-
ter. For this project, we have considered 3 datasets
- ImageNet dataset, Paris attack 2015 dataset from
Facebook and the SynthText in the Wild dataset. All
these datasets have been annotated and the ground
truth retrieved is a string of characters.

3 Related Work

Character recognition in image scenes has been stud-
ied in various research papers. For text detection,
various solutions have been proposed, which range
from classifiers trained on specific features to image
processing algorithms and probability models.

Extraction of textual content from images deals
with the issue of quality of images and figuring out
the text regions in the particular image [3], followed
by the application of OCR on those regions. The
data-set of images on which OCR performance can
be measured is varied. Images can be composed of
handwritten text, cursive text, natural images em-
bedded with text as well as printed text.

A wide variety of solutions have been proposed to
recognize specific textual content. Lukas Neumann et
al developed a method for text localization and recog-
nition in real world images which exploits Maximally
Stable Extremal Regions (MSERs) and uses the fea-
tures obtained for classification. Character recogni-
tion was also performed by modeling it as a shape
matching problem [2] where shape-matching is per-
formed between images for comparison. Some of the
studies are based on feature learning from the unla-
beled data [6].

[10] have performed end to end text detection us-
ing Convolutional Neural Network on the ICDAT and
SVT datasets. However, the ICDAR 2003 they have
referenced is not accessible.

So, various techniques have been applied and meth-
ods have been proposed to find the context of the im-
ages and get the text embedded in the images. In our
study, we are going to get the text from the images
using some tools to study the accuracy of the text
obtained followed by using the results in topic ex-
traction and understanding the social media content
based on images.

4 Dataset

The images which were used to generate the ground
truth and test the text recognition tools were ex-
tracted from three sources which are discussed below:

4.1 SynthText in the Wild dataset

This dataset is around 40+ GB. It contains syntheti-
cally generated images. [5] The authors of this paper
have created Synthetic Data for Text Localisation in
Natural Images which we will be using as a part of the
training data since it is already annotated. Some im-
ages associated with this dataset have been provided
in 2

4.2 Imagenet dataset

100+ GB worth images were downloaded from Im-
agenet. These images are without text therefore, to
generate annotated data to obtain a large scale train-
ing data images were embedded with text synthet-
ically. A random character, positionX, positionY,
font, font-size and color was chosen for the text which
was embedded on the image. These parameters were
randomized based on the size of the image at first.
Later, the images were resized to fit the model to
600*400 (width*height) and then the text was em-
bedded. All the characters were appended to the
CSV file which keeps a track of the position of the
character, the coordinates of its bounding box as
well as the character. These coordinates were used
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Figure 2: Images from SynthText in the Wild dataset

to generate an image with multicolored bounding
boxes, where each color represented a unique char-
acters based on its index. 3 shows the three kind of
images obtained using the scripts namely - 1) The
resized input image taken from the Imagenet dataset
2) The image with text embedded on it 3) A corre-
sponding image with a black background containing
multicolored filled bounding boxes representing each
character embedded in the image (point 2))

4.3 Facebook Paris 2015 data

Facebook’s Graph API Search endpoint [6] between
November 14, and November 25, 2015. Until April
2015, Facebook provided developers with the capa-
bility to search for public posts given a keyword using
the Graph API version 1.0. This feature was disabled
with effect from April 30, 2015, with the introduction
of version 2.0 of the Graph API. However, in early
2015, a vulnerability discovered in the Graph API
highlighted that access tokens generated by Face-
book’s mobile apps had some extra permissions which
were not documented by Facebook. All the posts
which has photos attached to it were extracted to
generate a larger data set of “photos”. Eventually,
out of the whole data set I was able to subset 1000

Figure 3: Images from Imagenet dataset

photos, all of which contain English text after remov-
ing the duplicates. Significant number of open-source
and even paid Optical character recognition (OCR)
tools are available which convert content into search-
able textual format which can be used for analysis.
The ones which are open-source do not provide high
accuracy which is why it is difficult to perform any
analysis on the text generated from the images.

5 Previous Work

5.1 Exploring existing tools for text
recognition

Significant number of optical character recognition
tools are available for extracting the text embedded
in the images. Under this study, various on line
available OCRs were taken into account but, unfor-
tunately, only a few of them have a freely available
API or SDK. After testing some of them manually,
I narrowed down to two OCRs to test the results.
One of them being the Python-Tesseract, a python
wrapper for Google’s Tesseract-OCR and the other
one being OCROPY, a Python-based OCR package
using recurrent neural networks.
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Figure 4: Images from Facebook Paris Attack data
set

5.1.1 Python-Tesseract

It is a python wrapper for Google’s Tesseract-OCR
used to recognize and read text embedded in images.
Tesseract recognizes text by using the line finding al-
gorithm followed by use of splines for baseline fitting.
This produces the textual regions wherein the char-
acters are chopped precisely. These characters are fed
in the classifier which classifies the them based on the
training data. On this, a linguistic model is applied
which defines the closest character match for that
character which is returned as the final text from the
images. The python package for Google’s Tesseract-
OCR engine is available which makes it readily avail-
able for usage. The module for Python-Tesseract was
imported in Python and the results were stored in
Mongo database for each image.

5.1.2 OCROPY

It is a Python-based OCR package using Recur-
rent Neural Networks. The Ocropy model recognizes
pages of text by applying binarization, page layout
analysis, and text line recognition. It reads the text
embedded in images by performing image segmenta-
tion and creating multiple images for the image seg-

ments which contain text. The input image size needs
to be greater than 600x600 for Ocropy to function.
The results retrieved were stored in Mongo database.

5.2 Performance Evaluation of the
preexisting tools

The results obtained from the py-Tesseract and
Ocropy were evaluated and compared with the
ground truth using 5 string-matching metrics,
namely: Jaccard, Cosine similarity, Levenshtein dis-
tance, Hamming distance and Jaro-Winkler. The jel-
lyfish python package used to retrieve the results for
each of the metrics. Graphs for these metrics have
been plotted below. The scores obtained from Jac-
card, Cosine Similarity and Jaro Winkler lie between
0-1, while the ones from Levenshtein distance and
Hamming distance are greater than 1. The table 1
shows the mean scores for each of the distance mea-
sures for comparing the results obtained from Tesser-
act and Ocropy libraries.

Looking at the figure 5, I inferred that in the
best case JaroWinkler gives 60% or greater match
with python-tesseract for 40% of the images or lesser
as compared to the ocropy. The results obtained
from the py-tesseract and ocropy were evaluated
and compared with the ground truth using 5 string-
matching metrics, namely: Jaccard, Cosine simi-
larity, Levenshtein distance, Hamming distance and
Jaro-Winkler. The python package - jellyfish was
used to retrieve the results for each of these metrics.
Graphs for these metrics have been plotted below.
From the graphs 5 and table 1, it was concluded that
the results obtained from Google’s tesseract-ocr were
much better as compared to the ocropy results which
is why, it was chosen as a base to improve the accu-
racy.

6 Details of Tesseract Algo-
rithm

The Google py-Tesseract algorithm is an open source
python library which extracts the text from the im-
age. The Tesseract algorithm work-flow has been ex-
plained in detail below:
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Table 1: Mean Distance scores for comparing Tesseract and Ocropy results

Distance measure Jaccard Cosine
Similarity

Hamming
Distance

Levenshtein
Distance

Jaro Win-
kler

Tesseract 0.426 0.224 0.064 0.034 0.576
Ocropy 0.236 0.036 0.075 0.065 0.460

Line and word finding The algorithm which
Tesseract uses for finding lines text based lines
in a given image and using that information to
detect words is described below:
Line finding : This assumes that the page layout
analysis provides the average width of the text
line. Using this information further the line
finding technique is implemented. The key parts
of this process include blob filtering and line
construction.

Blob filtering: After the text size is fig-
ured out using the text layout analysis, the
blobs detected. The blobs which are are smaller
than some fraction of the median height are
filtered. By sorting and processing the blobs
which fit the sloping, parallel, non-overlapping
lines, they are assigned to different lines (on the
basis of same x axis). Once these blobs are de-
termined then the baseline for them is estimated.

Line construction - This merges blobs that
overlap by at least half horizontally, associating
parts of broken characters.

Baseline fitting - After the text lines have
been determined, baselines are fitted. This
process is performed by partitioning the blobs
into groups with a reasonably continuous dis-
placement for the original straight baseline. A
quadratic spline is fitted to the most populous
partition.

Fixed Pitch Detection and Chopping - The
technique analyzes the text lines and deduces if
they are fixed pitch. In case they are, the word
is chopped into characters.

Proportional Work finding - In case of Non-
fixed-pitch or proportional text spacing, gaps
are measured in a limited vertical range between
the baseline and mean line. line.

Word finding It deals with word spacing in be-
tween characters, which is done mostly by word
recognition and by checking vertical distances
between lines. Word recognition step is per-
formed only to the non-fixed text pitch.

Word recognition - This technique involves
chopping joined characters. It uses the charac-
ter classifier for recognition.

Chopping joined characters - Candidate
chop points are found from concave vertices
of a polygonal approximation of the outline.
Chopping is done in a priority order. Any chop
that fails to improve the confidence of the result
is undone.

Associating broken character - After per-
forming the above mentioned steps, if the
words are still not recognizable, they are passed
through the associator. Inside this function,
best first segmentation search is performed and
best character candidate is identified.
After performing Line and Word finding, a static
character classifier is applied which extracts the
features of the character and classifies it after-
wards.

Much of the accuracy of the OCR is dependent
on the image segmentation algorithms and text pre-
processing. By modifying the input given to the
Tesseract tool, we could achieve better results. The
technique which was applied to the images has been
explained below.
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Tesseract OCR Architecture:

Figure 6: Flowchart of the Tesseract OCR
architecture

[9]

7 Methodology

7.1 Method I - Modification of the
Tesseract pipeline

The tesseract OCR does not perform well on many
images, Jaccard similarity metric helped us to
evaluate the accuracy achieved by Tesseract. For
the given data set of Facebook Paris Attacks, the
Tesseract performed well on 40% of the images. In
order to achieve a good output I tested the tool
on multiple images on which Tesseract provides
better results. After analyzing such images, a proper
pre-processing technique was designed for those
images which fail to comply with Tesseract output
standards. The process through which the images

are filtered are presented in the flowchart 7.

Modified OCR Architecture:

Figure 7: Flowchart of the Modified Tesseract OCR
architecture

Image Scaling Image scaling was applied to
smaller images maintaining the aspect ratio of
the image.

Image Thresholding Two complementary binary
output cases are generated using experimental
thresholding factor based on which a black text
on white image or white text on black is stored
as output.

Tesseract OCR Pytesseract is applied on both the
images to retrieve the string output.

Postprocessing The string result obtained was
passed through the grammar and spell-checker
package which pics the closest matching word
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from the English dictionary. This led to improve-
ment in the results.

7.1.1 Evaluation of the modified tesseract
pipeline

The results obtained from the pre-processed version
of py-Tesseract was evaluated and compared with
the ground truth using 5 string-matching metrics,
namely: Jaccard, Levenshtein distance, Hamming
distance and Jaro-Winkler. The jellyfish python
package used to retrieve the results for each of the
metrics. Graphs for these metrics have been plotted
below. The scores obtained from Jaccard and Jaro
Winkler lie between 0-1, while the ones from Lev-
enshtein distance and Hamming distance are greater
than 1.

Figure 8: Example Image for comparison of
Tesseract and Modified Tesseract

The results obtained from the Tesseract and the
modified Tesseract for a given image 8 is shown be-
low:

Figure 9: Result obtained from Tesseract and
Modified Tesseract for the example image 8

Some other results:

• Results for Fig 10

Figure 10: Example 1

Tesseract output I DIDN’T BHIJIISE THE
THIIG lily j ,́ 2, K Wu ’9 NH!9̈ ẂI | E 1’". / f
h I.- _ ĺĺ m n = a 2; I’I’I
Modified Tesseract output I DIDN’T
CHEESE THE THUG . A v w e A r e Jami
e K Geomorphological

• Results for Fig 11
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Figure 11: Example 2

Tesseract output TYPOGRAPHICAL ART.
We wish ix to be disin demood that the [men prss
dtpuu’nml enhis pl is no! going to be mmle on by
any tynniml cmwd I mm in exiskcnm. We man
to 1a the public 5:: m we an by am, in ourown
typognphiul line, 111 the mnoonisls ma": ever
walked. For far of startling the public we will
give only ; small speum’ en 0! the anich a ’cve-
menL; within our , by way of a 5m insmm . The
following "5:; Smdis in Fusions and Emotions.
No copyright. M ’7 ". . .’ "b 7 o u - - V A _ I
Joy. Mdancholy. Indi’ucnce’ Amnishmem,
Modified Tesseract output TYPOGRAPHI-
CAL ART . We wish it to be distinct understood
that the letter e press department of this pap e
is not going to be trampled on by any tyran-
nical crowd 1 e artists in existence . he mean
to let the public see th we can lay out e in our
own typographical line e all the cartoonists that
ever walked . For e ear of startling the public
we will give only 1 small specimen of the artis-
tic achievements within our grasp e by way of a
first installment . The following are from Stud-
ies in Passions and Emotion . No copyright . M
W e AA .. O . C C C O 0 . e O v A I Joy .
Melancholy . Indifference . Astonishment .

• Results for Fig 12

Figure 12: Example 3

Tesseract output Adobe. the Adobe logo.
Aerobat, tbe Aerobot Inga, Aerobot Capture.
Adobe Gorarnond, Adobe lmdligtnl Documcnl
PlalfomL Adobe PDEAdobe Reader, Adobe So-
lutions Notworb, Aldus. me tiller, el’apa, Ex-
treme. FrameMalrer, Illustrator, lirDedgn, Min-
ion, Myriad, PagaMalmr, Photo shwp, poet-
ira, Wot, and my are eitber mgisltemd trade-
marks or lradanarlu ot Adobe Symms inmrpo-
ratod in the United States and/or other mum-
rics. Microsott and are eitber registered lradc-
marlu or trademarks oi Micmaft Corporation in
the United States and/or other mumrics. An-
ple,Mu,Muimom and Power Madnmsh are lnda-
narh oprple Computer, Inc, "93(th in the Unimd
Stats and oitr countries. [RM is a rynzred
lradanalk hf IBM Corporation in the United
State; Sun is a trademark or registered trade-
mark of Son Microsyy tans, Inc. in the Unimd
States and other countries. UNIX is a regism-
rod trademark on‘he Open Group. svc ir a
trademark ottbe World mde Web Cnnsnm’um;
math oitbe W3C are registerod and held by its
hoslMlT, mum and Kdn Hzlveu’m and nines
are registered trod-r marks hf Linmyprdl AG
and/or ils subsidiaries. Aria] and Tune: New
anall are trademau of The meIype Corporation
registered in the 11.5. Patent and Trademark
mare and maybe ugly tered in certain other
jurisiim’orm n’c Zzpf Dingbats is a regismrod
trademark of lnlcmalional Typeface Corporation
Rynmin Light is a trademark nf Morirawa at Co,
Ltd. All other trademarks are the oropertyot-
tbeir rspecve wwncrs.
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Modified Tesseract output Adobe e the
Adobe logo . Acrobat e the Acrobat logo . Ac-
robat Capture . Adobe Ramonda . Adobe In-
telligent Document Platform . Adobe PHI e .
Adobe Reader . Adobe Solutions Network Al-
dus . Di tiller . leaper . extreme . l-homemaker
. Illustrator . In Design . Minion e Myriad .
lawmaker . Photo e shop e Poetics e Post Script
. and MP are either registered trademarks or
trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in
the United States Andorra other countries . Mi-
crosoft and Windows are either registered trade-
marks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in
the United States and e or other countries . Ap-
ple . Mac . Macintosh . and Power Macintosh
are trademarks of Apple Computer . Inc . reg-
istered in the United States and other countries
. IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corpo-
ration in the United States . Sun is a trademark
or registered trademark of Sun Micros’s e mets
. Inc . in the United States and other countries
. UNIX is a registered trademark OT The Open
Group . AVG is a trademark of the World Fide
Web Consortium e marks of the WAC are reg-
istered and held by its host institutions MIT .
IRINA and Keillor Helvetian and Times are reg-
istered trade marks of Linotype-Hell AG andiron
its subsidiaries . Aral and e e mies New Roman
are trademarks of The Mono type Corporation
registered in the Us . Patent and Trademark
Office and may be Regis e treed in certain other
Jurisdictions . e TC Zap Dingbats is a regis-
tered trademark of International Typeface Cor-
poration . Luminary Light is a trademark of
Morissa e Cot . Ltd . All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners

(a) Jaccard measure:
Modified Tesseract vs Manual results

(b) Hamming distance measure:
Modified Tesseract vs Manual results

(c) Jaro Winkler measure:
Modified Tesseract vs Manual results

(d) Levenshtein distance measure:
Modified Tesseract vs Manual results

Figure 13: Comparing the text extracted from
OCR’s with the ground truth
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The modified OCR performs better on the given
Paris attack data set because of pre processing tech-
niques. The input image is binarized and a threshold
is applied to the image, this image is passed through
the Tesseract function which gives the output. The
modified Tesseract model was tested on the Facebook
Paris attack 2015 data set using different string met-
rics. By using the Jaccard similarity score which can
be inferred from graph 13a we were able to achieve
a score greater than 60% for 40% of images as com-
pared to the Tesseract OCR which gave a a score
greater than 60% for 33% of images. And, by using
the Jaro Winkler string matching metric (which can
be inferred from graph 13c), we were able to achieve
a score greater than 60% for 48% of images as com-
pared to the Tesseract OCR which gave a a score
greater than 60% for 44% of images.

7.2 Detection - Single Shot multibox
detector [4]

It recognizes text in images using a single deep neural
network. It discretizes the output space of bounding
boxes into a set of default boxes over different aspect
ratios and scales per feature map location.It produces
adjustments to the box to better match the character.
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Figure 14: SSD framework [4]

7.3 Segmentation

Three segmentation techniques have been used to
render the bounding boxes corresponding to the char-
acters on which the model is trained. Keras with
Theano has been used to model the data and train

it. The model has been trained on 93 classes which
includes characters: 0-1, a-z, A-Z and all special char-
acters. These segmentation techniques have been dis-
cussed in the coming sections:

7.3.1 VGGNet

VGGNet [8] is a deep CNN model, trained on Ima-
geNet dataset generally used for object detection and
classification. This is the Keras model of the 16-layer
network. VGG weights have been used for training
purpose. The input image size if 600x400 for an im-
age, and the output layer retrieved is of size 290x200.
It generates a feature map which are key to character
recognition.
The output for a test image 15 can be seen in the Fig-
ure 16. In this output each color of the bounding box
is associated with a character which is predefined. We
reverse map these colors to the characters and obtain
the following output:P4y0q37fK which has only one
character missing. This model is still to be trained
on robust datasets since currently, it is able to adapt
to only one kind of images.

Figure 15: Image results with 30 epochs
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Figure 16: Fig 15 results with 30 epochs

Corresponding to the input image given in Fig 17,
we get the output for 20 epochs given in Fig 18 and
the output for 30 epochs given in Fig 19. Improve-
ment can be seen in the model for increasing epochs.

Figure 17: Input image

Figure 18: Fig 17 results with 20 epochs

Figure 19: Fig 17 results with 30 epochs

7.3.2 SegNet

SegNet [1] is a A Deep Convolutional Encoder-
Decoder Architecture for Image Segmentation. It
performs pixel wise segmentation. This segmenta-
tion model has encoder layers, each supported by a
decoder network which has 13 layers. Segnet has an
encoder and decoder which can be used to train a lot
of features. Unlike VGGNet it does not have fully
connected layers and thus the number of parameters
are lesser.

11



Convolutional Encoder-Decoder
 

Pooling Indices

Input

Segmentation

Output

Conv + Batch Normalisation + ReLU
Pooling Upsampling Softmax

RGB Image

Figure 20: SegNet Architecture [1]

7.3.3 Unet [7]

It is a segmentation mdoel with skip connections that
is used to propagate the lower level features which
may get lost in Segnet.

Figure 21: Unet Architecture [7]

8 Conclusion

While there were a significant number of open source
tools to extract the text from the images, only Tesser-
act gave a score greater than 60% for 40% of the
images. In order to achieve better results and im-
prove the accuracy of the optical character recogni-
tion tool, I modified the input format of the OCR
(Modified Tesseract pipeline Method I). This was
achieved by applying binarization and thresholding
the image. The results were tested by comparing it
with the annotated data set which gave better results
than the pre-existing model of the OCR. To support
my work, I created a querying system using Flask
development framework where the URL of a publicly
available image is given as input and the output of
the modified Tesseract model corresponding to the

input image is returned. On running Method II us-
ing multiple segmentation models, the results are yet
to be figured out and some of them have been stated
in the report under the Method II section. These re-
sults were obtained after training the colored bound-
ing boxes associated with specific characters using
the different segmentation models namely VGGNet,
UNet and SegNet. The deep neural net models will
give better accuracy if trained on images in process,
which are similar to memes and other user generated
OSM images.

9 Limitations

• The tools which were producing fairly good re-
sults on the image data set we had collected from
social media, did not have an free API or a SDK
available to generate ample amount of ground
truth for testing.

• The text embedded in the data set of images
was extremely varied. It ranged from cursive to
hand-written textual content. In most such in-
stances involved the presence of calligraphic text,
and noisy background. The percentage of such
instances was low as compared to the number of
images for which we were able to identify and
extract text.

10 Future Work

• Improving the speed of character recognition will
also be helpful in analyzing text embedded on
images in real time.

• The textual content of images is varied, a tool
which can be used to extract the text embedded
in images with a higher accuracy across all the
fonts given noisy background will be challeng-
ing. This will enable our study to deliver higher
quality and more accurate results.

• Other more efficient segmentation models can be
used for training and character/text recognition
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(a) Cosine Similarity measure:
Tesseract vs Manual results

(b) Cosine Similarity measure:
Ocropy vs Manual results

(c) Jaccard measure:
Tesseract vs Manual results

(d) Jaccard measure:
Ocropy vs Manual results

(e) Hamming distance measure:
Tesseract vs Manual results

(f) Hamming distance measure:
Ocropy vs Manual results

(g) Jaro Winkler measure:
Tesseract vs Manual results

(h) Jaro Winkler measure:
Ocropy vs Manual results

(i) Levenshtein distance measure:
Tesseract vs Manual results

(j) Levenshtein distance measure:
Ocropy vs Manual results

Figure 5: Comparing the text extracted from OCRs with the ground truth
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